The 4th International Conference on Information Science and Systems

The First International Conference on Information Science and Systems was held in Jeju Island, South Korea in 2018. In the following two years it was held in Tokyo, Japan and Cambridge, UK (Virtual Conference due to COVID-19). The 4th International Conference on Information Science and Systems (ICISS 2021) which will be held in Edinburgh, United Kingdom during March 17-19, 2021. It is the leading academic and industry gathering for presenting novel and advances in the field of Information Science and Systems. As ICISS continues to increase in quality and prestige, ICISS brings together academics, researchers, students, and practitioners from many countries while creating a great opportunity to meet new colleagues and develop new relationships.
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Topics

- Big Data Analytics for Information Security
- Business Information Technology
- Cyber-Physical Systems
- Information Systems Management
- Information Technologies for Logistics
- Information Technologies for Management
- Information Technology
- Information Technology for Management, Business and Society Multi-Agent

For more topics, please click here.

Contact us

Conference Secretary: Yolanda Dong
Email: iciss@iacsit2009
Website: www.iciss.org
Working Time: Monday- Friday, 9:30-18:00 (GMT+8)

Conference Proceedings

Accepted papers after proper registration and presentation will be published in the International Conference Proceedings Series by ACM (ISBN: 978-1-4503-8913-6), which will be archived in the ACM Digital Library, and indexed by Ei Compendex, Scopus, etc.

ICISS 2020
ISBN:978-1-4503-7725-6
To be indexed

ICISS 2019
ISBN:978-1-4503-6103-3
Ei Compendex and Scopus indexed

ICISS 2018
ISBN:978-1-4503-6421-8
Ei Compendex and Scopus indexed

Submission Guidelines

- Full Paper (Presentation and Publication)
The full paper should be no less than 4 full pages. The maximum paper length is 5 printed pages, including all figures, tables, and references, and extra page will be charged.

- Abstract (Presentation only)
We encourage you to send informative abstract (200-400 words) which is a compendious summary of a paper’s substance including its background, purpose, methodology, results, and conclusion.

- Please download the full paper template or abstract template and follow the format carefully.

- Your submission should be in English.

Submission Method

Please log in the Easychair Submission System and upload your paper.